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Overview 
 

National Public Radio is a national media syndicate overseeing hundreds of local 

public radio stations. Rather than generating revenue completely from the sale of 

advertisements and media placement, NPR is funded by both public and private 

sources. Listener and institutional sponsors donate to the organization, which in-turn 

underwrites statements of purpose on their behalf. These funds are married with 

preferential grants from the Federal Government. Together these sources comprise NPR’s 

working budget. This differentiates National Public Radio from most other nationally 

syndicated, corporate media competitors.6  

The National Public Radio website at http://www.npr.org/ houses a dense array 

of content, dating back to 1995. It contains administrative navigation to “support public 

radio”, “find stations”, purchase merchandise at the “npr shop”, or register and create 

an account. The global navigation is primarily segmented into three main categories: 

“news”, “arts & life”, and “music”. Each of these topics contains secondary navigation 

leading to additional content sections. The site is segmented in another significant way: 

by programs. NPR features regular, popular programming broadcast by local stations. 

Each one carries its own unique content, program hosts and radio personalities, time and 

day of broadcast (dependent on local stations), and core listenership. Some even have 

their own website, separate and apart from http://www.npr.org/. 

While the website does house some original online content, the bulk of what is 

available is complimentary, and secondary, to the original content from radio. Prior to 

their online publication, most “stories” found at http://www.npr.org/ are first featured on 
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the air. With such diversity in audience, and breadth in rich media content, effective 

search is critical to provide an optimal user experience for a site of this kind.  

 

Observations 
 

From the homepage of http://www.npr.org/, set between the administrative 

navigation at the far upper-right and the global navigation found to its left, the search 

field has been placed in the upper right-hand corner within the head of the user 

interface in compliance with conventional practice.5 Observe the inconspicuous 

aesthetic treatment in Figure1.1. The ubiquitous graphic of the search magnifying glass is 

the lone identifier for the feature.7 The search text field is bordered by a single pixel stroke 

of light color. There are no additional navigation elements like a “search” or “go” button. 

The word “search” is nowhere to be found. There is no ghosted, leading phrase within the 

search box itself. The only control the user has is the ‘enter/return’ key on their keyboard 

to execute their query.  

 

Figure 1.1 

Clicking away from the homepage introduces a stark change in the design of the 

search user interface. Figure 1.2 illustrates the variations of the theme. Collapsing entirely, 

the search box recedes into the administrative navigation. The user is forced to click the 

magnifying glass graphic to expand and interact with the feature. This treatment is 

sustained through the rest of the site. Once the search term has been set in the text field, 

an additional click of the magnifying glass graphic actually collapses the search box 

entirely without executing the search. The user must press ‘enter/return’ on their 

keyboard in order to execute their query. 
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 Katie Sherwin at NN/g suggests that the use of a 

magnifying glass icon alone, particularly when the search 

user interface is inconsistent from page-to-page, acts as an 

unnecessary hardship to search usability. This is particularly 

true if the user is forced to click more than once to execute their query.7 

NPR’s search user interface design could lead one to believe that the 

organization is purposefully discouraging the use of this feature within their site.  Ample 

evidence presented in the search user experience aligns with this observation.                                                   

 
Functionality 
 

NPR does not support stemming or query suggestions in their search 

functionality.8 When typing in search terms no guiding prompts, or a prefixed list, appear 

to enhance the user eperience.4 This is true when searching from any page. As shown in 

Figure 2.1, National Public Radio makes use of an enterprise implementation of Google’s 

Custom Search Engine.2  

Once the user has navigated beyond the homepage, they enter one of the main 

sections of http://www.npr.org/. The user might believe that this choice has established 

an effective search zone within the site.5 Once Programs > Fresh Air has been selected 

http://www.npr.org/programs/fresh-air/, the user may assume that a search executed 

from within this section might query content belonging to the program Fresh Air. It does 

not. Any search, executed from any page, is a general search of the entire site. 

 

Results 
 

Once a search has been executed, and query matches are found, results display 

vertically on the page in the traditional convention.3 Figure 3.1 shows results for the 

search terms “direct democracy”. When this query was executed on 10/15/14, it 

Figure 2.1 

	  

Figure 1.2 
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returned 2,190 results. When it was executed again, verbatim, on 10/30/14 it yielded 

2,650 results—with only two additional results displaying within the initial result set above 

the fold. The speed and breadth of results demonstrates NPR’s focus on maximized recall 

and rapid response at the expense of precision.4,5,8  

Each result carries similar snippets, or surrogates, of featured content for user 

preview.3,4 The title is set in dark black for unvisited links, and a lighter grey for visited links. 

If applicable, the program name is displayed underneath the title along with the date of 

publication. Many results have an image, along with a sentence or two of summary text. 

The name of the journalist author is also displayed to the user. 

  

 
 

Figure 3.1 
 

Search terms are not highlighted in the query result set. Since this is content 

produced by National Public Radio, nearly every search result will carry an audio 
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equivalent of the story as it was broadcast over the radio. Despite the presence of this 

rich media, search results do not carry an audio snippet or preview for the user. In the 

vertical table view of the result set, a click of the mouse anywhere in the row containing 

the result of interest—whether the text, the image or even the whitespace—will take the 

user into that particular story. Once this selection is made, guided navigation is lost due 

to the lack of taxonomic, “breadcrumb” navigation to facilitate effective wayfinding 

within the site.1,3 

Any query outcome yielding results >10 will rely on pagination for navigation and 

display.4 A restriction of 10 results is enforced on each page. The user cannot augment 

this result count. At the base of the result set, the user can paginate through additional 

10-result pages. The top of the result set communicates the user’s progression (e.g. 

“Showing 1 – 10 of 2,190”).5 Figure 3.2 demonstrates a defect in this regime. When 

paginating through to the end of the “direct democracy” results, the < Prev and Next > 

navigation breaks down to display an incoherent assembly of page numbers. 

  

Figure 3.2 

Spelling is handled poorly within the NPR search framework. When attempting to 

find content relating to Kentucky Senator “Mitch McConnell”, a query of “mitch 

mcconel” yields no results. The search engine does not recommend an alternate 

spelling, nor attempt a best match based on the search terms.3 A query of either “mitch 

mcconnel” or “mitch mcconell” returns uniform results to the correctly spelled “mitch 

mcconnell”, but without enhancing the user experience by providing transparency on 
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how this is done. There is an authority file of poorly designed synonym rings returning 

results for some phrases and not for others.5 All of this is hidden from the user. 

The empty search result set produces the poorest user experience. No query 

suggestions are recommended. No spelling recommendations are offered. No partial or 

best matches are attempted. “There were no documents that matched your search 

request.” is the only feedback provided to the user. Figure 3.3 displays the NPR no results 

search dead end.5  

 

Figure 3.3 
 
Filters 
 

  When a query has been executed, the search terms remain in the search text 

field at the top of the results page. Surrounding these initial terms are some controls to 

assist the user in achieving precision within their results by initiating query reformation.3 A 

Boolean control can be placed on the condition “heard on air” as TRUE or FALSE. If TRUE, 

the intention is that the results displayed will only be those that are complimentary 

content to on-air broadcasts. The “All dates” filter allows selections of “Today”, “Past 7 

Days”, “Past 30 Days”, “Past Quarter” or “Past Year”. This filter uses publication date to 

prioritize results. The “All programs” filter allows you to target a search zone within a 

particular NPR program.5 By default, results are sorted “by best match” according to 

Google’s search algorithm.2 The search can also filter to sort “by date”. Figure 4.1 

displays the http://www.npr.org/ search filtering controls. 
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Figure 4.1 

As each filter is applied, the user might expect the result set to change 

dynamically with each application. This is not the case. To execute the reformed query, 

the user must either return their cursor to the search text field and press the “enter/return” 

key on their keyboard, or click the blue magnifying glass search button to the right of the 

text field containing their original search terms.  

 

Mobile 
 

The only differentiation between the desktop 

web and mobile search user interfaces is a limit in the result 

snippet display in the mobile browser. Only content title 

and program name appear. Otherwise, mobile search 

functionality is uniform to desktop browser search functionality. 

This is demonstrated in Figure 5.1. 

 

Figure 5.1 
Enhancements 

 

 NPR should offer a consistent search user interface design across the entire 

http://www.npr.org/ web property. The search field on the homepage should be 

modified to include a search button set to the right of the free form text field. This is 

needed to accommodate users accustomed to the traditional method of clicking a 

button to execute form entry. This consistent design treatment should be propagated to 

every page so user expectations are clear. 
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 Incremental search support could enhance the user experience. Upon initial 

query formation, typing terms into the search text field could produce a dynamically 

generated list of suggested terms to aid in user cognition and avoid term misspelling. This 

feature would dramatically enhance precision within the result set. 

 Once a user has navigated away from the homepage and into a main section of 

the website—the program All Things Considered http://www.npr.org/programs/all-things-

considered/, as an example—the search function from that page could be modified to 

see that section as an effective search zone. It would be interesting to analyze the 

search and web analytic logs for http://www.npr.org/ to see if users commonly execute 

queries from section pages. If this kind of zone were established, the user would need to 

be presented with an option prior to query execution of “search entire site” TRUE or 

FALSE. While an establishment of search zones based on website content sections would 

aid in search precision, it cannot be allowed to prevent any user from searching the full 

site content at any time. This kind of filtering by user navigation prior to query execution 

would warrant immense user acceptance testing prior to implementation. 

 The search results page needs to be reimagined. The current user interface yields 

large, clear results that can be easily selected or navigated through. NPR should take 

advantage of the opportunity their rich media content presents and offer an audio 

snippet for each applicable result. Subtle aesthetic adjustments can also enhance this 

page. A color scheme applied to NPR program names, aligning with that program’s site 

aesthetic, could aid the user in quickly targeting precise content from unfiltered results 

(e.g. All Things Considered, Morning Edition, The Two-Way, etc.). The current program 

name is lost in the document surrogate, set in black along with all the other text. 

 Misspelled search terms should yield dynamic term suggestion on the results 

page. Query results of best match should be provided from the original term as typed, 

along with a suggested correction in spelling to allow the user to reform the query if they 
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wish. At minimum, the no results page should offer instruction to the user on how they 

could reform their query to potentially yield improved results. To avoid being an absolute 

dead end in the user’s journey, all empty result sets could offer frequently refreshed links 

for contemporary, featured content. At the very least, this addition would introduce 

some value to this page. It has no value today. 

 As each filter control is applied, it should dynamically alter the result set. The user 

understands their selections. They are effectively communicated in the user interface. 

The user is allowed to reset any action they may believe to be in error. It is an 

unnecessary burden to ask the user to press ‘enter/return’ on their keyboard or to click 

the search button to initiate a filtered search. It is assumed that contemporary NPR 

search logs would show low utilization of the current filtering mechanism. 

 Many users come to NPR’s website to gain additional follow-up information about 

content they first heard on the radio. Each one of those users heard that content as 

broadcast from a local station on a specific date. While this would require management 

of intricate metadata of tremendous scope, necessitating incredibly complex indexing in 

the search algorithm, each content item on the NPR website could be tagged with 

identifiers associating it with stations and dates of radio broadcast. Using this metadata, 

new filtering parameters could be offered to refine search results. Today, users are simply 

asked to declare “heard on air” as TRUE or FALSE to attempt precision in their query. In 

addition, they could be asked for a zip code to determine local station. They could be 

asked “when did you hear this story?” to effectively target the broadcast date range for 

the content they seek. These filters—working back to the true beginning of the user’s 

query which on the radio, in the world, not on the website—could dramatically improve 

precision in query reformation. 
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